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Out line

1. Introduction

2.Determination of the best forward SHMS tune 
to match MC to data

3. Studies of the SHMS reconstruction optics for 
the F2 SHMS.

4.Future studies
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Purpose of the study

-To understand the focal plane distributions of 
data and correctly model the SHMS forward 
transport.

-To understand the target variable distributions 
and obtained the corrected reconstruction 
matrix elements of data.
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SHMS and magnet system
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Utilize the monte carlos
-To understand the forward transport of the SHMS (ie. the 
magnetic field integrals)

By adjusting field integrals check for the best comparison of 
data to MC at focal plane distribution.

-To understand the reconstruction matrix elements. 

By construction the correlation between  Ytar and y’tar should 
not exist . Check for the consistency between reconstruction 
matrix elements with our tune. 

-To understand and correctly model the SHMS forward 
transport and acceptance defined by aperture sizes / positions.

Edge of the focal plane distributions are not determined by 
optics. It determined by aperture. By changing aperture 
sizes/positions the focal plane distributions of MC and data 
compared.   
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Single arm Monte-Carlos

Hall C uses two flavors of Monte Carlos.

Single arm Monte Carlos (mc_shms_single)

-Intended for use with inclusive (single arm) experiments.

-Single arm Monte Carlos used to determine/simulate 
spectrometer acceptance and resolution only.

-Event generation based on spectrometer phase space 
(ztarget, x’,y’, delta)

-Includes multiple scattering at target and in spectrometer

→ No radiative effects.

-No physics generators - to get realistic yields, need a 
separate model with which to weight the output
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FP comparison data to MC before any 
tuning

X focal plane Vs Y focal plane

Focusing point is different Distribution edges are different
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X’ focal plane Vs Y’ focal plane

Focusing point is different and the distribution 
edges are different



1. Forward transport studies
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1.Forward transport studies

For forward transport studies momentum 2.7 GeV/c 
and 21 Deg used.

cuts used in the simulation
1.-20<=delta<=30
2.ngc>2.0
3.

 

Ecal
Momentum

>0.7
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Forward transport studies contd...

To correct the focusing issue

-Generate the forward and reconstruct matrix 
elements by tuning magnetic fields in COSY .

-Change one magnet at a time and generate the 
forward  and reconstruct matrix elements.

- Run the simulation using single arm.
-Compare the MC simulation with data.
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Requirement of physics weighting

Before Physics weighting
After Physics weighting

2D plots are insensitive to physics weighting. So 1-D plots 
should check to obtain correct model 
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For improvements in the comparison

-Radiative contributions include from rc-
externals

-Born cross section  has complete using MC-re 
weight 
-After using above two codes Q2 +1.8%  tune is 
the best magnetic tune.
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X focal plane Vs Y focal plane

After physics weighting still the Q2+1.8% tune is the best magnetic tune.  

Data Run# 2548 Before tuning the 
magnets

After tuning the 
magnets
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Since the dipole is off by 1.8%

-We should correct it in Q1,Q2 and Q3.(Ratio of 
D/Q should be same)

-So the real nominal is 

Q1 norm → 1.018*Q1old_norm

Q2 norm → 1.018*Q2old_norm

Q3 norm → 1.018*Q3old_norm

After we correct this effect the magnetic field 
again tuned to obtained the best focusing point.  
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 FP  comparison data to MC with new 
nominal tune 2.7 GeV/c 21 deg(run #2548) 

X focal plane Vs Y focal plane

                           Focusing point is different Edge distributions are different
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X focal plane Vs Y focal plane

With new nominal  the Q2+0.9% tune is the best magnetic tune.  
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X’ focal plane Vs Y’ focal plane

With new nominal  the Q2+0.9% tune is the best magnetic tune.  
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X focal plane Vs X’ focal plane

With new nominal  the Q2+0.9% tune is the best magnetic tune.  
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Y focal plane Vs Y’ focal plane

With new nominal  the Q2+0.9% tune is the best magnetic tune.  
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Conclusions for forward transport 
studies

-MC simulation has developed in single arm MC 
including radiative corrections and Born cross 
section.

-The magnetic field tune has completed.

-Q2 should increase by 0.9% to have best 
focusing properties in the focal plane 
distributions.
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conclusion

Magnet Correction factor

Q1 1.018

Q2 1.027

Q3 1.018

HB 1

Table of the correction factors obtained by forward transport 
studies. This corrections now include in the new version of 
mc_single_arm program. 

-Update the COSY fox file for the increased quad fields by 1.8% done in 2019 
August in git version  
- Update the shms_recon.dat using forward transport tune in 2020 March 



2.Studies of the SHMS reconstruction 
optics
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Ytar Vs Y’tar correlation for P=4.0 GeV/c 
21 deg

We can clearly see that data has spread in an angle and MC doesn’t have that 
angular spread around ytar=0. For all kinematics the correlation exist which should not 
be present by construction. 
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Introduction 

- The reconstruction ME’s from shms-2019-
newopt-Jan19.dat found inconsistent with F2 
version 2 tune.

-Correlation should be not exist in the 
momentum that took optics data (2- 3 GeV/c).

-F2 data took in version 2 of the magnetic 
setting program. 
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Ytar Vs P with for shms-2019-newopt-Jan19.dat  

 ∆Y
tar

 =Y
tar 

at each P -Y
tar 

at lowest P at same angle

-3<delta<3 and -0.01<y’tar<0.01 
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The runs and conditions used for the 
optimization of the matrix elements

Runs target Pcentarl Theta Sieve raster

1813 optics1 3.2*0.983 22.05 shifted on

1814 optics1 3.2*0.983 22.05 centered on

1815,1816,1819,1820,1821
,1822

optics2 2*0.983 30.065 centered on

1817,1818,1823, optics1 2*0.983 30.065 centered on

1914,1915,1916,1917,1918 optics1 2*0.983 30.075 centered on

1919 optics2 3.2*0.983 22 centered on

2233 optics1 3.2*0.983 22 centered on

2234 optics1 3.2*0.983 22 shifted on

2235,2236,2237,2238,2239 optics1 2*0.983 30.02 centered on

6620 Single foil 3.007 9.495 centered off
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New reconstruction ME’s 

-Correlation should be not exist in the momentum 
that took optics data (2- 3 GeV/c).
- To check the reconstruction matrix affect on this 
observation,
New reconstruction matrix introduced by Mark
Fit run 1814,1919 for x’tar, y’tar and ytar

shms_newfit_xptar_april2020.dat
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The graph of Ytar Vs P  no Y’tar cut for 
shms_newfit_xptar_april2020.dat 

 ∆Y
tar

 =Y
tar 

at each P -Y
tar 

at lowest P at same angle
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With the new reconstruction element at 
2.7 GeV/c 21 deg 

With old reconstruction ME With new reconstruction ME
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New reconstruction ME at 5.1 GeV/c 
21deg

With new reconstruction ME With old reconstruction ME
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For 5.1 GeV/c 21 deg ytar vs yptar

The distribution of ytar Vs y’tar has a correlation which does not exist in 
MC. In version 2, Q1 and Q3 saturation considered. But for later 
versions Q1 and Q3 saturation were removed. So correct for the 
saturation effects for Q1 and Q3 in MC.
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For 21 deg 5.1 GeV/c  correction for 
Q1,Q3 saturations in MC

With Q1 and Q3 saturation corrections the distributions bend 
in same direction. 
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5.1 GeV/c 21 deg Tprofile graphs

Before apply Q1 and Q3 saturation 
correction

After apply Q1 and Q3 saturation 
correction
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5.1 GeV/c 21 deg Ytar distributions

1D Ytar plots
Mean MC : 3.56E-03 ± 1.25E-03
Mean data: 1.12E-01±  9.31E-03
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For 21 deg consider all kinematics 

P (GeV/c) Y
tar

_data 
mean

Y
tar

_mc mean ΔY
tar

(cm)

2.7 0.104377+/-
0.00868

-0.00265 +/-
0.00196

0.10702211+/-
0.008684

3.3 0.1019+/-
0.00719

0.00215+/-
0.000945

0.09978865 +/-
0.007252

4.0 0.10467+/-
0.00687

0.00352+/-
0.000992

0.10115862 +/-
0.006941

5.1 0.111924+/-
0.00931

0.00356+/-
0.00125

0.10835918 +/-
0.009394

Δytar =Ytar
DATA - Ytar

MC

For 21 deg all momentum Δytar  ~0.1 cm . This ytar shift can be due to beam 
position off sets . 
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Summary

- The Ytar Vs Y’tar can be fixed using the new 
reconstruction matrix elements and correction 
for the saturation factors for Q1 and Q3.
- Ytar shift is almost constant for the same angle 
and independent of P. 
Still beam position off sets did not apply for this 
study. So have to check target offset quantities. 
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To do list

- correct the Q1 and Q3 saturation effects from 
data.

- Aperture acceptance studies
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Back up slides
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Saturation factors
P Q1 Q3 HB DP

1.3 1.00004 1.0008 1.00156 1.00046

1.7 1.00001 1.00049 1.00094 1.00025

2.0 1.00001 1.00017 1.0004 1.0001

2.4 0.999995 0.999624 0.999572 0.999909

2.5 0.999991 0.999469 0.999346 0.999865

2.7 0.999981 0.999135 0.998872 0.999783

3.0 0.999962 0.998581 0.998109 0.999669

3.3 0.999942 0.99797 0.99729 0.999568

3.5 0.99993 0.997534 0.996716 0.999507

4 0.999911 0.996363 0.99515923 0.999371

4.4 0.999914 0.995364 0.993559327 0.999276

5.1 0.99995 0.993547 0.990006949 0.999124

The saturation factor for Q2=1.0. In version 2, Q1 and Q3 saturation 
considered. But for later versions Q1 and Q3 saturation were removed. So 
correct for the saturation effects for Q1 and Q3 in MC.
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Tprofile graph for Ytar Vs Yptar

With old reconstruction ME With new reconstruction ME
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Tprofile graph for 5.1 GeV/c 21 deg

With old reconstruction ME With new reconstruction ME
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